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Abstract 
We define an unreduced version of the E-controlled lower K-theoretic groups of Ranicki and 
Yamasaki (1995) and Quinn (1985). We show that the reduced versions of our groups coincide (in 
the inverse limit and its first derived, lim’) with those of Ranicki and Yamasaki. We also relate 
the controlled groups to the continuously controlled groups of Anderson and Munkholm (1994), 
and to the Quinn homology groups of Quinn (1982). 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. The muin results 
The main results are the following two theorems which appear (the first one in a slightly 
more general form) in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. In them, the natural numbers do 
not include 0, i.e., N = {1,2,. . .}. 
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Theorem 1.1. Let p: H -+ B be a map from a topological space H into a compact 
metric space B, and let j E N. There is a natural, short exact sequence 
0 + lim’Kz-j(B;p), + KiE3 (c(B+), B+; g(p+)) + Kl_j(B;p), + 0. 
Assume further that each path component in H and in B is open. Then there is a reduced 
version of this sequence, i.e., a natural, short exact sequence 
0 + lim1K2-J(B;p)e + @CJ(c(B+), B+;E(p+)) --t K,_,(B;p), + 0. 
Theorem 1.2. Let (Y, C) b e a pair of compact, metrizable spaces with C tame in Y. 
Let 
Y = y - C a Holink(C, Y) & C 
be the correponding holink diagram. There are natural chain complexes of abelian groups 
K,(Y) 3 Ki’(Y, C; idy) 3 Kt (C;p), 3 Kt (Y) & K,CC(Y, C; idy) 3 . 
and 
Wh(C;p), 5 W%(Y) % Wh”“(Y, C; idy) 2 &(C;p), 3 Ku(Y) 3 . . 
For each-j E N, these complexes are exact at Kl_j(C;p), and Kj_j(Y), respec- 
tively at Kl._j(Y;p), and Kl_j(Y); the homology groups at K,“zj(Y, C;idy) and at 
l?i”:, (7, C; idy) are naturally isomorphic to lim’K2--3 (C; P)~. 
For the reduced version there is the added hypothesis that each path component in 
each space in the holink diagram must be open. 
Remarks. (1) In Section 7, we recall and comment upon a result of Ferry and Pedersen 
concerning the vanishing of the lim’ groups above. 
(2) We strongly believe that the theorems hold also for j = 0, but we emphasize that 
the present paper does not prove this to be true. 
(3) The extra conditions on path components assumed for the reduced version are 
discussed in Section 4.2. 
Let p: E + B = lKj be a map which admits an iterated mapping cylinder structure 
(also called a homotopy colimit structure, see [7]) over the finite simplicial complex K, 
and let S : ‘TO’P + SP&C be the functor which associates to a space X its nonconnective 
K-theory spectrum as defined, e.g., in [21]. By Theorem 0.1 of [7], it is known that 
Quinn’s homology groups H,(CK, v+; S(Cp)), d erived from this functor S as in the 
appendix of [23], are isomorphic to the boundedly controlled groups K,(p) defined in [g]. 
On the other hand, in [6], the latter groups are shown to coincide with the cc K-theory 
groups occurring in Theorem 1.1. Thus, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.3. For each p as above, and each j E N, there is a short exact sequence 
0 + lim’Kz-j(lK(;p) + HZ-,~(CIKI,V+;S(CP)) + K~-j(lKl;p)~ + 0. 
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The groups that appear in the above theorems can briefly be described as follows. 
For_each E > 0, and-each map p: H t B, E-controlled, reduced K-groups Wh(B;p), 
(= Kj(B;p),) and Ko(Rp), h ave been defined in a geometric way by Chapman [ 121 
and in an algebraic one by Quinn [25] as well as [26]. Our E decorated groups are 
unreduced versions of the groups defined in [26] and [25]. They form inverse systems 
under connecting homomorphisms Kz-~ (B;p), + Kz_j(B; p)~ defined for E < 6, 
and Kz_,(B;p), is the inverse limit group limK2_,(B;p), (and similarly for reduced 
groups). Our definition is given in Section 3 in terms of homotopy classes of path matrix 
morphisms between geometric modules in the space H and with “&-control on maps and 
homotopies” in the space B via the map p. 
The decoration Cc means continuously controlled. Let (7, C) be a pair as in Theorem 
1.2, and let R be any (reasonable) ring (which we shall usually suppress from the no- 
tation). In [3], the authors study the K-theory, K:C(Y, C; R), of geometric R-modules 
(or, more generally, objects in any additive category) in the space Y = y - C with 
morphisms which are “continuously controlled” at C. Although the ideas from [3] have 
had important applications (see, e.g., [2] and [ 1 l]), from a geometric viewpoint it seems 
more natural to allow (homotopy classes of) path matrix morphisms between geometric 
modules in a space H which comes with a map p: H + Y = y - C. This map is 
then used to introduce control at C. This viewpoint is introduced in the continuously 
controlled setting by two of the present authors in [6]. 
In Theorem 1.1, the subscript + refers to the addition of a disjoint base point. Also, 
&+) is the induced map from the open cone g(H+) into z(B+) = c(B+)- B+. Thus, the 
cc groups appearing there are derived from the additive category of geometric modules 
in the open cone of H+ with morphisms that are cc homotopy classes of cc path matrix 
morphisms. 
In Theorem 1.2, idy is the identity map on Y = y - C, so the cc groups appearing 
there date back to geometric modules in Y with path matrix morphisms which are cc at 
C (up to homotopies which are also cc at C). 
We proceed to describe the background for our interest in these results. 
1.2. Background 
Both Quinn and Chapman were motivated by the controlled boundary problem for 
a manifold M, equipped with a map p: M + B with B as above. The problem is 
to decide under which conditions M admits a boundary in such a way that p extends 
over M U aM. Under suitable a priori conditions on the dimension and the behaviour 
of M near 03, Chapman shows that the problem is completely governed by a primary 
obstruction and a secondary obstruction which lie in groups that are constructed via 
inverse limits and lim’ from suitable groups of the above s-controlled type. Quinn, in 
[23], also gave an obstruction theory solution to the controlled boundary problem, but 
the obstruction group is constructed (in Sections 5 and 8 in [23]) in a less transparent 
way. In his Notre Dame CBMS-lectures in 1984, Quinn outlined an algebraic definition 
of groups Wh(B;p), and go(B;p), in terms of geometric modules in M and (E-small 
homotopy classes of) path matrix morphisms in M with E-short image paths in B. These 
groups can be directly related to the cellular chains on A4 (assuming a “controlled” 
cellular structure), and this introductory part of Quinn’s lecture series was apparently 
geared towards a direct description (in terms of chain complexes) of the obstructions 
obtained in [23]. Unfortunately, this approach was never carried to fruition, although 
part of the projected CBMS volume appeared later as [25]. In fact, to the best of the 
present authors’ knowledge, 
(A) no one has ever established a strict link between the obstruction groups that appear 
in [23] and the groups defined in 12.51. 
In particular, even though Quinn’s obstruction groups do form a homology theory (as 
described in Section 8 of [23]), 
(B) there is no documentation in the literature to support the folklore belief that in 
some great generality the inverse limit groups Wh(B;p),, ko(B;p),, . are the groups 
of a homology theory. 
Also, 
(C) no solid foundation for an interpretation of Quinn’s obstructions in terms of chain 
complexes in some category of geometric modules seems to exist. 
Along a similar vein, apparently 
(D) nobody has taken time out to construct the expected isomorphism between Chap- 
man’s geometrically defined and Quinn’s algebraically defined e-controlled groups, and 
to study its properties. 
The present paper is related to all of these problems. Starting from behind, (D) should 
actually be very accessible now that the algebraic version of the groups involved is equally 
well understood (thanks to [26] and the present paper) as is the original, geometric version 
in [12]. 
Since Chapman’s obstructions are quite explicitly (and classically) given in [ 121, the 
precise form of a solution to (D) might actually be of value in trying to understand (C). 
Since the primary obstruction is in a group of type Ko(B;~)~ and the secondary in one of 
type lim’ Wh(B;p),, Theorem 1 .l suggests a total obstruction in a certain cc Whitehead 
group Wh”“(z, B; idno; see Remark (4) following 6.1. 
Recently, in [26], Ranicki and Yamasaki have given a chain complex version of Quinn’s 
e-controlled groups from [25]. Their main goal is to give an algebraic proof of the result 
of Chapman [ 131, that Whitehead torsion is a topological invariant. As such it represents 
the culmination of the program initiated by Connell and Hollingsworth, in [IO], with the 
invention of the notion of a geometric group. They also reprove other results, including 
the Borsuk conjecture (originally proved by West, in [28]). Their work includes “stably 
exact” Mayer-Vietoris sequences which are, of course, very much related to our problem 
(B), but they do not attack (B) directly. In [6], it is shown that the cc groups appearing 
in Theorem 1.1 do form a homology theory, defined on a category of maps like p (or, 
more generally, on a category of diagrams of holink type). Thus, the controlled groups 
K2+(B;p), have homology theory behavior, provided the lim’-terms in Theorem 1.1 
vanish. We discuss a vanishing result (due essentially to Ferry and Pedersen) briefly in 
Section 7. 
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2. Geometric modules and path matrix morphisms 
In this section we set up the general framework (a priori involving no control) for ge- 
ometric modules, path matrix morphisms, and path matrix homotopies in any topological 
space E. 
We recall that a Moore path in E is a pair (w, Zw) where w : [0, co) + E is continuous, 
and constant on the subray [Iw, co). A homotopy between Moore paths is a pair (H, IH) 
where 1~ : [0, l] t [0, co) and H : [0, co) x [0, I] 3 E are continuous, and H(-, y) 
is constant on [lH(y), cc) for each y E [0, 11. As usual, (H, 1~) is a homotopy from 
bl (ff, 1~) = (H(-,0),1~(0)) to &(ff, 1~) = (H(-, l),I~(l)). Often 1, and 1~ will 
be suppressed from the notation, w(lw) will be denoted w(co), and H(lH(y), y) will be 
denoted H(co, y). The set, M(E), of Moore paths in E will be viewed as a category 
whose objects are the points of E and where the morphisms from x to y are the Moore 
paths w with y = w(0) and x = w(co) (so that the usual concatenation of paths defines 
the composition). Also, ‘H(E) denotes the set of end point fixing homotopies, so bi is a 
map Y-l(E) --t M(E), for i = 0,l. 
A geometric module on E is a pair (S, c) with S a discrete set and 0: S + E a 
function. We think of each s E S as a basis element which “sits at” the point a(s) E E. 
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A (path matrix) morphism p : (T, r) + (S, (T) is a function4 ‘p : S x T + RM(E) 
into the free R-module generated by M(E). Th ere are two requirements on cp(s, t) = 
C, ~,t (w)w, viz. 
T,~(w) # 0 + [w(O) = U(S) and w(m) = 7(t)], (1) 
and 
‘dt E T: {(s,w) E S x M(E) Irst(u) # 0} is finite. (2) 
The former condition says that each Moore path is to be considered a morphism from its 
end point to its beginning point; general morphisms are then R-linear combinations of 
such “atomic” morphisms. The second condition guarantees that matrix multiplication and 
the composition in M(E) give a well defined composition of morphisms. The resulting 
category will be denoted G&I(E). It is additive, with addition of morphisms coming 
from the abelian group structure in RM(E) and with (5’1, al) @ (&,g2) given by the 
disjoint union (5’1 u &,01 u CQ). The inclusions and projections 
(sL,gL) 4r+ (S,,Q) GE (SZ,(T?) 3 (Si,G), i = 1,2, 
involve only constant paths yz, 5 E E. For example, LZ(S, ~2) = 6,,,,y,,(,2) for (s, ~2) E 
(571 u &) x ,571, where 6 is the Kronecker delta. Incidentally, if 5’1 = 0, this defines the 
identity morphism on (5’2, al). 
We call a morphism cp : Ad = (T, 7) + N = (S, 0) geometric ’ if it has the form 
cp(6 LT) = &X(s)~~s%, (3) 
where LY: S + T is a map; U, E R; and w, E M(E) has ~,~(m) = TN(s),w~(O) = 
~r(s).~ We note that the above inclusions L, and projections 7riTz are examples of such 
geometric morphisms. 
If LY is a bijection, each U, is a unit in R, and each w, is constant, then the corresponding 
cp is an isomorphism in GAJ(E) with an inverse obtained by inverting (Y and each u,. 
Clearly, the direct sum operation 03 is associative and commutative up to coherent, 
geometric isomorphisms of this sort (with all IL* = 1). By abuse of set theory, we shall 
actually proceed as if @ is strictly associative, i.e., as if U is strictly associative in the 
category of sets. 
A (path matrix) homotopy from (T, T) to (S, ) (T IS a function @ : S x T + RX(E), 
say @(s, t) = CH T,~(H)H, which satisfies 
r,t(H) # 0 * [H(O) w) = c(.s) and H(m, ~1) = 7(t), @I E 10, 111, (4) 
4 The indexing corresponds to classical matrix notation, i.e., the row index s corresponds to the range, and the 
column index t to the domain. 
5 In [S], such a morphism (or rather its homotopy class) is said to be “induced by n basis morphism”. We 
have borrowed the present term from [26] and [2S]. However, we use the term “geometric” in connection with 
morphisms only in the context defined here, in contradistinction to [26], where all path matrix morphisms are 
called “geometric morphisms”; but where “geometric” is also used in our, restricted sense. 
’ I.e., for given s, U(S) is the beginning point of at most one path having nonzero coefficient in ‘p: this path 
ends at TN(S) and has multiplicity us. 
IS 
and 
V’t E T: {(s, H) E S x ‘U(E) 1 rst(H) # 0) is finite. (5) 
The end point maps & :X(E) + M(E), i = 0, 1, extend by linearity to maps 
di: RX(E) + RM(E), and @ is understood to be a homotopy from 6,@ to 6&. We 
also write @ : 61~3 E b@. This homotopy notion behaves well viz-a-viz composition, sum 
and direct sums so that one has a corresponding, additive, homotopy category GM(E). 
In this generality, GM(E) and GM(E) are of little interest. To arrive at interesting 
constructions, one has to impose conditions on the objects, the morphisms, and the 
homotopies allowed: For objects one has some “finiteness” condition on CJ : S + E. For 
morphisms cp and homotopies @ the conditions are expressed in terms of the following 
families of subsets of E (where cp(s, t) = CQ(W)W and @(s, t) = Crst(H)H). 
~(cp)={w([O,~)) C Elg(s,t) E SxT:~,t(u) #O}, (6) 
F(@)={H([O,co)x [OJ]) CE13(s,t)~SxT:r,t(H)#O}. (7) 
In Section 3 we study one such set of conditions (“E-control”) in some detail. Another 
set of conditions (“continuous control”) is studied by two of the present authors in [6], 
in part in order to obtain the cc results needed in the present paper. Some definitions and 
results from [6] are summarized in Section 4. 
3. Controlled K-theory 
The category ‘TOP, of controlled spaces has as its objects all pairs (B;p) where 
p: E + I3 be a map from an arbitrary space E into a compact metric space B. A 
morphism (f, g) : (B; p) --t (B’; p’) is defined to be a pair of continuous maps 
(f : E + E’, g : B + B’) with p’f = gp. (8) 
Let j E N and E > 0. In this section we define and study the E-controlled groups 
Kz_j(B;p),, (which are not functorial on TOP,) as well as the controlled groups 
K~-~(B;P)~ (= lim K~-~(B;P)~), and the lim’-groups lim’K2_j(l?; P)~ (which are 
functorial on TOP,). 
The first subsection deals with the cases j = 1 and j = 2, i.e., with KI - and Ko-groups. 
Reduced versions of these are defined in Section 3.2, and compared to the similar groups 
defined by Ranicki and Yamasaki [26] in Section 3.3. Finally, in Section 3.4, results from 
[26] and Section 3.3 are utilized to define the lower groups Kz_j(B;p),, Kz_,(B;p), 
and lim’K2-j (B; P)~ for j > 2. This uses a geometric form of Bass’s contracted functor 
viewpoint, cf. [9]. 
First, however, we must discuss the relevant conditions on modules, morphisms and 
homotopies. All geometric modules CJ : S t E will have S jkzite. They will often be 
denoted by M,N, L, . . instead of (S,a), (T,T), (R, p), . . . The families F(cp) and 
F’(G) associated to a morphism cp or a homotopy @ in GM(E) (see (6) and (7)) are 
end pointed in the sense that each F E F (= F(cp) or F(Q)) comes equipped with an 
ordered pair of points (by, Ed). Such an end pointed family is said to be bounded by 
E 3 0, if 
‘G”F E L,=: p(F) C B(P@F),E) nB(p(e&), (9) 
where B(x, E) denotes the closed ball of radius E and with center x E B. An E-morphism 
cp : N + M between geometric modules on E is a morphism for which 7(cp) is bounded 
by E. Similarly, one defines an &-homotopy between &-morphisms, written cp =E G. The 
collection GME(B;p) of all (finite) geometric modules on E and all &-morphisms be- 
tween them, is not a subcategory of GM(E). The best one can say is that the composition 
maps GMd(B;p)(M, L) x GMC(B;p)(N, M) into GM6+,(B;p)(N, L), and it is com- 
patible with the inclusions Gnl,(B;p) C Ghl,p(B; p) for E < E’. On the other hand, 
E-homotopy is an equivalence relation in the collection GME(B; p), so one does have 
the corresponding quotient “noncategories” GM, (13; p) with compositions 
Also, &-homotopies can be composed with 6-morphisms or &homotopies on either side 
to give (E + S)-homotopies. We leave it to the reader to keep track of the obvious formal 
properties of such compositions, cf. Section 2 of [26]. 
An &-morphism < : N + N is called an &-idempotent, if <* ~2~ [. If < is an E- 
idempotent, then so is 1,~ - <. A geometric &-idetnpotent is an &-morphism which is 
geometric in the sense of (3), and for which cr = 1~ : S = T + T and each U, E (0, l}. 
An &-morphism cp : N + M is called an &-isomorphism, if there exists an &-morphism 
cp’ : M + N such that (p’y =ze 1 N and (p’p’ ~2~ 1 A(. We also call cp’ an E-inverse for ‘p. 
We note that an &-morphism, ‘p, which is geometric and for which the map cy : S + T is 
a bijection and each U, is a unit in R, is an &-isomorphism, with a preferred, geometric 
E-inverse, cp-I, obtained by inverting cr, reversing all the paths involved, and inverting 
all the units u,. We shall refer to such a morphism as a geometric E-isomorphism. 
Remark. From a purely algebraic viewpoint, it might be natural to allow each u, to be an 
arbitrary idempotent in R (respectively, an arbitrary unit in R) in the above definition of 
a geometric idempotent (respectively, a geometric isomorphism). However, in geometry 
the above choices seem preferable, cf. Section 3.2. 
Clearly, any geometric module M = (S, m) admits a geometric 0-isomorphism to a 
module (T,T) with T c E x N and T = projr IT: T + E. In fact, one may take 
each path involved in such an isomorphism to be constant. Therefore, up to conjugation 
by geometric 0-isomorphisms, there is only a set of E-automorphisms and a set of E- 
idempotents in GM,. This is important for set theoretic reasons in the following section. 
3.1. Definition of K~(B;P)~ for i, = 0, 1 
The group Ko(Rp), will be defined in terms of the class of &-idempotents in 
GM,(B;p). Thus, let <: M + M and 7: N + N be &-idempotents. We write 
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E -E 7, if there exist a geometric module L and &-morphisms cp : A4 @ L -+ N @ L, 
$ : N $ L + M $ L such that 
$V =zE <@ 1~ and cplc, ~2~ q@ 1~; (10) 
and 
,$ N2E (E @ 1L)?b “2c ?b’(rl@ IL) and cp ~2~ (rl@ IL)CP ~2~ cp(E @ 1~). (11) 
The idea here is that up to homotopy cp is an isomorphism (A4 @ L, 6 $ 1 L) + (N @ 
L, q@ 1~) between objects in the idempotent completion of GME(B; p) and that II, is its 
inverse. We note that -E is not an equivalence relation, but it is symmetric and reflexive, 
and it does have the following properties 
[E -E 77 and 77 -E (1 * 5 -sE C, (12) 
YE-idempotent <:A4 + M: I@ (1~ -[) -e lo, (13) 
[Ei -E Vi, i = 1,21 * [El @3<2 -E 771 @%I, (14) 
and 
[C -6 v and 8 < ~1 * [E -E ~1. (1% 
Let wE denote the equivalence generated by tiE. Since &-idempotents which are con- 
jugate by means of a geometric 0-isomorphism, are --,-equivalent, the -,-equivalence 
classes form a set. Since @ is associative and commutative up to geometric O- 
isomorphisms, this set is an abelian semigroup under a sum induced by 69. We define 
Ko(B;~)~ to be the corresponding abelian group. Thus, any z E Ke(B;p), has the form 
z = [<I - [v] with [ and 71 &-idempotents, and [[] - [q] = [<‘I - [$I if and only if there 
exist &-idempotents [i ,&, . . , &+I, and <, such that 
< 69 7’ CB C = FI -& G -E E.1 NE ‘. N& Frnfl = t’ eJ 77 @ c. (16) 
Since there is no bound on m, it seems that there is no control on the relation between 
< @ 77’ and [’ @ 7. However, by using (12)-( 15), one can imitate Theorem 3.5 of [ 121 (see 
also Lemma 4.4 of [23]) to get the following equivalences (where < is short for 1 - () 
(I cis 1 @ . . . CE 1 63 1 -E 47 @ E2 @ E2 @ . . . @ Gn-I @ b-1 @ GrL @ Em 
NE (2 @ (2 @ h 63 . . . @ G-1 @ cl7 63 L 69 Ernfl 
--,lCBlcR~~~~ICBlcI3~,+I 
-o~m+181631Ci3~~~BS1~1. 
In view of (12) and ( 13), this proves the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. There is a universal constant k E N such that whenever <, 7, E’, and 
77’ are &-idempotents with [<I - [q] = [[‘I - [q’] E Ko(B;p),, then < 63 7’ NkC <’ CB 7’. 
The inclusions GM6 C GME, b < E, give rise to “relax control” homomorphisms 
K~(B;~)~ + Ko(B;p),. We define the controlled group Ko(B;p), to be the (inverse) 
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limit of the resulting inverse system indexed on all E > 0. We also need the first derived, 
lim’Ka(B;p),. 
We note that Ka(B;p), is not functorial on the category TCP,. However, since B 
is assumed compact, the inverse system {Ko(B;p),},, when viewed as an object in the 
usual pro category (cf. the Appendix in [4]), is functorial. Hence the controlled groups 
Ko(B;~)~ and the groups lim’Ku(B;p), are also functorial. 
The groups Kt (B;P)~ and Kt (B; P)~ are constructed in a similar way, starting from 
the class of &-automorphisms in GME(B;p). An E-automorphism y : N + N is called 
&-elementary, if N admits a decomposition 7 N = Nt $ N2 so that y is of the form 
Y= :NI@N~-+N,@N~ (17) 
for some e-morphism y’ : Nz + Nt Such a y has a preferred &-inverse 
which is itself E-elementary and has yy-’ = y-’ y = 1. Let cp : M + M and $ : N + 
N be &-automorphisms. We write p pvE $I, if there exist geometric modules L’, L”; 
a geometric 0-isomorphism v : M ci3 L’ + N @ L”; an E-elementary automorphism 
y : N 83 L” + N @ L”; and a 2&-homotopy 
V(cp CB lL’)r+ E2E (,lc, @ lL”)Y. (19) 
The relation thus defined is not an equivalence relation, but it does satisfy 
and 
[‘p -6 I/J and b < E] + cp tiE 1+5. (22) 
Let mE be the equivalence relation generated by wE. The equivalence classes form (a 
set, and) an abelian semigroup under a sum induced by CD. The zero element is the class 
of 1~ for any M. 
If cp has cp’ as an &-inverse, then successive multiplication on the right by the following 
six &-elementary automorphisms 
7 Recall that if N = (T, T), then this means that Nz = (Tz, -r(TL) where T = T, u T2 
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gives a string of six -,-equivalences 
This establishes the existence of inverses, 
RI (RP),. 
The following proposition is essentially a 
3.5 of [12]. 
(24) 
and the group so defined will be called 
version of Lemma 4.4 of [23] or Theorem 
Proposition 3.2. There is CI universal constant k E N such that whenever two E-auto- 
morphisms cp : M + M and 1c, : N -+ N represent the same element in KI (B; P)~, then 
there exist a geometric module L and thirteen E-elementary automorphisms ri : M CH 
L$N+M$L$N,i=1,2 ,..., 13,suchthat 
Proof. Since conjugation by geometric 0-isomorphisms preserves E-elementary automor- 
phisms, we do not have to worry about associativity and commutativity isomorphisms 
in the proof. Using (20), we see that there is an integer m and a sequence of 3&- 
homotopies Vi((Pi CD IL:)v-’ zsE (cpi+t @ l~:t)y’, i = 1,2,. . ,m - 1, where each cpi is 
an z-automorphism, each vi a geometric 0-isomorphism, and each yi an e-elementary x 
automorphism. Moreover, (PI = cp and pm = $. After replacing each (Pi by 
(and adjusting each Vi and yi correspondingly), we may assume that LI = L6/ = 0 for 
all i. This, of course, also changes cp and li/, but the conclusion for the new version 
does imply that for the old one. Next, we can replace each (new) cpz by +]cpt VW’, 
where z+] = v,_t1/,_2 ... v,, and each vi by 1. Again, this changes cp and $J, but 
the conclusion for the new pair implies that for the old. We now have cpz ‘vsE (~%+ty~, 
i = 1,2,. . , m - 1, from which we conclude that 
(25) 
where ‘pi is an &-inverse of cpi and 6 = $zT2(ri @ 1) $ ym-’ is an &-elementary 
automorphism. For any &-morphism cp with &-inverse (p’, the product of the six factors in 
(23) is 3&-homotopic to cp @ cp’. Therefore, there are twelve &-elementary automorphisms 
bi such that 
The desired conclusion follows easily from (25) and (26). 0 
’ The wording of (20) would give the bound k/2 only, but the easy proof of (20) does give E here 
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If S < E, then by (22), the inclusions GM6 2 GMc give rise to “relax control” 
homomorphisms KI (B;p)b + K1 (B; P)~. WC define the controlled group K1 (B;P)~ to 
be the (inverse) limit of the resulting inverse system indexed on all E > 0. We also need 
the first derived, liml Kl(B;p),. 
As with KO, the individual groups K1 (B; P)~ are nor functorial, but the inverse system 
{KI (B;p),}, and the groups KI (B;p), and lim’K1 (B;p), are functorial on ‘TOP,. 
3.2. The reduced groups for i = 0,l 
We recall the notion of a geometric morphism, defined in (3), and denote by 
GKi(B;p), the subgroup of Ki(B;p)E g enerated by all [cp] where cp is a geometric 
&-idempotent (if i = 0), or a geometric &-automorphism (if i = l), cf. Section 3. The 
reduced groups ki(B;~)~, are defined to fit into the short exact sequences 
0 --f GKi(B;p), + Ki(B;p), + Ki(l3;~)~ + 0, i = 0, 1. (27) 
For i = 1, we also write Wh(B; P)~ for the reduced group. In order to study the behavior 
of the reduced groups under lim and lim’, we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3, If two geometric modules are E-isomorphic, then there is a geometric E- 
isomorphism between them. 
Proof. One can easily adapt the proof of Theorem 2.6, pp. 140ff. of [5] to the present 
situation. 0 
Lemma 3.4. For any geometric &-isomorphism v : iI4 t N and any 6 > 0, there exist an 
m E PI; geometric modules MI = Al, M2, . . , MT, = N; and geometric 6-isomorphisms 
Vi I Mi + Mi+l, i=1,2 ,..., m-l,suchthatv=v,_~~~~u~u~. 
Proof. One uses a straigthforward subdivision of paths (cf. Section 4 of [l]). It is, of 
course, essential that B is compact. 0 
Proposition 3.5. The inverse system {GKo(B;p),), is stably isomorphic to the con- 
stant system &(E, Z), where Ho denotes singular homology. Consequently, one has the 
following natural isomorphisms and natural short exact sequence 
lim’GKo(B;p), = 0, lim’Ko(B;p), ” lim’&(B;p),, 
0 + H,,(E;Z) + Ko(Rp), --t &@;p)c + 0. 
The inverse system {GKl(B;p),}, satisJies the Mittag-LefJIer condition. Consequently, 
one has the following natural isomorphisms arld natural short exact sequence. 
lim’GKI(B;p), = 0, lim’KI(B;p), ” lim’Wh(B;p),, 
0 + limGKI(B;p), + K~(l?;p)~ --t Wh(B;p), + 0. 
Proof. Any geometric &-idempotent [ : M t M is NC-equivalent to a geometric E- 
idempotent <’ : M’ + M’ which is an &-isomorphism (i.e., each of the elements u,~ 
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occurring in the presentation of [’ equals 1). In fact, if M = (S, n), one can take 
<’ = [IM’ where M’ = (S’,uIS’) and S’ = {s E S / IL, = 1). Thus we need only 
consider geometric e-idempotents < : M + M which have &-inverses (denoted <‘). Then 
so E =3.E IA{. Hence, if two &-invertible &-idempotents, [ : M + M and r~ :N + N, 
have < wE 77 so that (10) and (11) hold, then $ and cp are %-inverses of one another. Then 
by Lemma 3.3, there is a geometric %-isomorphism M $ L + N $ L. Therefore, there 
is a homomorphism pE : G&(B;p), + Ho(E, Z) mapping [<I to xn,a[ep] where M = 
(S, c), [ep] is the canonical, zero dimensional homology class in the path component 
Eo C E, and np is the cardinality of c-’ (ED). Conversely, if we fix the points {ea}, 
there is an obvious homomorphism p’ E : HOC&Z) + GKo(RP), with ~:([epl) = I(T,~) 
where T is a one point set which maps to eg under r. Clearly p* = {P~}~ and p!+ = {P:}~ 
are maps of the inverse systems involved and p*p: = 1. On the other hand, it is easily 
seen that p:p,( [l,+~]) = [IA{] for any geometric module M. Since (as remarked above) 
any [El E GKo(RP), maps to an element of the form [ Inr] when control is relaxed to 
3&, it follows that p:p, and 1 are coequalized by the map GKo(B;p), + GKo(B;p)3,. 
Thus p* is a stable isomorphism of inverse systems. Therefore, {GKo(B;p),}, satisfies 
the Mittag-Leffler condition, so its lim’ vanishes. The long exact lim*-sequence induced 
by (27) proves the rest of the results claimed for Ko. 
The second part of the proposition follows in the same way once we have estab- 
lished the Mittag-Leffler condition for the system {GKi (B;p),}. To do so, it suffices to 
show that [v] E Im[GKt(B;p)s + GKi(B;p)2,] for every geometric &-automorphism 
u: M + M, every E > 0, and every positive 6 < E. By Lemma 3.4, we can write u as 
a composition, v = v,,_l . . v2vl, where vi is a geometric S-isomorphism Mi + M,L+~, 
i = 1,2,..., m - 1, and MI = Mm = M. It follows easily that each sub-composition 
uJuj_i . vi with 1 < i < j < m - 1 is a geometric 2&-isomorphism. Therefore, it 
suftices to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Let pi : M, + Mi+I be a S-isomorphism for i = 1,2, . , m - 1. Assume 
that E 3 b and that each composition pi,j = ‘pj-I(F~-2.. . cpz : h/r, t MJ is a ZE- 
isomorphism. Let cp = 91,~ : MI + M, = Ml. Then the 6-automorphism @ defined 
below has [cp] = [@I E KI(B;~)~~. In particular; [cp] E Im[Kt (B;P)J + KI(B;P)~~]. 
Proof. Let 
(28) 
where d is the diagonal morphism 
diag(-cpi, . . , -(Pm-2) : MI CE . . ‘3 Mm_, + M2 @ . . @ A&_, 
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If each cpi were an honest isomorphism (in some category), then a trivial exercise would 
show that @ could be reduced to the form 
by elementary column operations, i.e., by right multiplication by elementary matrices. 
To do the actual proof, one has to write out such a reduction; to observe that each 
of the elementary matrices will represent a 2&-elementary automorphism; and to check 
that the homotopies which occur because we deal with 2&-isomorphisms rather than real 
isomorphisms are 4&-homotopies. We leave the details to the reader. q 
3.3. Ranicki and Yamasaki’s E-controlled K-theoy 
In [26], two inverse systems of groups, {&(B,p,O, E)}~ and {Wh(B,p, 1,~))~~ are 
introduced. In this section we compare these systems to those defined by US. The following 
proposition is essential for our treatment of the lower groups in the next section. 
Proposition $7. The inverse systems {I?o(B;p),}, and {Wh(B;p),}, are stably iso- 
morphic to {Ko(B,p, 0, E)}~ and {Wh(B, p, 1, E)}~, respectively. 
Proof. We first note that our geometric modules, &-morphisms and &-homotopies coincide 
with the geometric modules, the geometric morphisms of radius E and the E homotopies 
in [26]. 9 In [26], an &-projection [ : M + IV is required to have bound E and satisfy 
E2 rue < while we have required an &-idempotent o have bound E and satisfy [* ~2~ $. 
Thus, each &-idempotent is a 2&-projection. As such, it can be viewed as a O-dimensional 
2~ projective chain complex (hl, I) in the sense of the definition following Proposition 2.2 
in [26]. Moreover, if < wE 77 so that (10) and (I 1) hold, then II, and ‘p show that (M, <) 
and (N, 7) are O-stable 2.5 chain equivalent (in the sense of the definitions preceding 
Proposition 3.1 in [26]). Thus they represent the same element of Ko(B,p,0,2~), and 
there is a well defined homomorphism pE : Ko(B;p), + &(B,p,O,2&) with pE[<] = 
[&f, E]. The collection {P~}~ is compatible with the relaxation of control, so one has a 
short exact sequence of inverse systems 
0 + {Kerp,}, * {Ko(Rp),}E + {Imp,}, + 0. (29) 
If < : A4 + M is a geometric &-idempotent, then (cf. the proof of Proposition 3.5) < can 
be assumed ~3~ lo, so (M,[) represents 0 in &(B,p,O, 3~). Therefore, 
Im [GKo(B;p), C Ko(&P), + Ko(B; P) (3/qE] C Ker p(3/qE. (301 
Conversely, if 6 : M -+ J-4 has [E] E Ker pE, then, by Proposition 3.1 of [26], (M, <) FB 
(E, 1) is 3~ chain equivalent to (F, 1) for suitable modules E and F. As noticed in [26] 
(immediately before Proposition 2.3), this implies that (F, 1) and (hl CR E,< 63 1) are 
‘) Actually, here we are slightly inaccurate. as Ranicki and Yamasaki’s geometric morphisms have 3(s, w, t) + 
2(s, w, t) # 5(s, w, t). Since we always pass to homotopy classes, the inaccuracy is harmless. 
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3&-isomorphic. But then [<I = [lo] - [lo] E Kn(B;p)y,, so [<I E GKa(B;p)s,, and we 
have shown that 
hn [ Kerp, L Ko(B;pJE -+ Ko(B;P)J,] C GKo(B;P)Y+,. (31) 
Eqs. (30) and (31) imply that {Kerp,}, and {GKo(B;p),}, ye stably isomorphic sub- 
systems of {Ko(B;p),},. It follows that the inverse systems {Ko(B;P)~}~ and {Imp,}, 
are also stably isomorphic, and we can finish our study of the &-case by showing that 
(Imp,}, is stably isomorphi_c to {ge(B,p, 0, E)}~. A map from one to the other is given 
by the inclusions Imp, C Ko(B,p,O, 2~), and this is a stable isomorphism of inverse 
systems because of the inclusions Im[ko(B,p,O, 2~) + ke(B,p,0,4&)] C ImPZE. The 
latter inclusions, in turn, hold because any 2~ projection in the sense of [26] is a 2~ 
idempotent in our sense. 
We next turn to the Kl case. Any &-automorphism ‘p : M 4 M can be viewed as a 
l-dimensional, free E chain complex, to be denoted (‘p: M + M), in the sense of the 
definition following Proposition 2.2 in [26]. As such it is strongly lo E chain contractible, 
so it represents an element [‘p: M + M] E Wh(X,p, 1, E), cf. the definition preceding 
Proposition 4.1 in [26]. If $ : N + N is another &-automorphism, and (19) holds, then the 
pair (TV, V) describes a l-stable 2&-simple” chain equivalence between (‘p : M + M) 
and ($ : N + N). Since the equivalence relation in the above mentioned definition in 
[26] is generated by 1 -stable 40e-simple chain equivalence, there results a homomorphism 
PE : KI (B;P), + WhL(B, p, 1, E) given by pE( [cp]) = [cp :M --t M], and a short exact 
sequence of inverse systems 
0 + {Kerp,}, -+ {KI(&~),}~ + {Imp,}, -+ 0. (32) 
If cp : n/I + M is an &-automorphism with p,[cp] = 0, then by Proposition 4.1 of 
[26], the E chain complex (cp: M + M) is l-stable 86&-simple chain equivalent to 
the 0 complex, i.e., there are free modules T and T’ and two 86~ deformations, 
say 0 = fin,fm-l,.. .,f~ and DO = gn,gn-l,. . . ,gl, such that the compositions 
f = fmfm-r fl and g = gngn-i .. .gt and their inverses define 865 chain maps 
(f,g):(ycBl:M@T+M@T)+(l:T’+T’), respectively, (f -’ , g-‘) : (1 : T’ + 
T’) + (p@ 1 :M@T -+ M@T). It follows that cp@ 1~ ~172~ 91’ ‘..gT~‘fin’.. fl. 
Since each of the factors is either a 172&-elementary automorphism or a geometric 172&- 
isomorphism, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that 
Im [ Ker pE C KI C&P), + KI (B;P)N] C GKI (J~;P)M~~, (33) 
Conversely, it is easily seen that any geometric &-isomorphism < : A4 -+ M when viewed 
as chain complex I: M + M is l-stable E-simple equivalent to the 0 chain complex. 
Therefore 
GKi(B;p), C Kerp,. (34) 
I” Actually, “strongly” is vacuous for contractions of I-dimensional complexes. 
‘I We get 2~ rather than E, because [26] insists that an E chain map between free E chain complexes commute 
with the boundary maps up to E homotopy. 
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Eqs. (34) and (33) imply that {Kerp,}, and {GK, (B;p)}, are stably isomorphic sub- 
systems of {Kj (B;p)},. 
As in the proof of the Ke case, it now suffices to show that the system of inclusions 
{Imp,}, C {Wh(B,p, l,E)lE is a stable isomorphism. To that end, let [6 : Cl + Co] 
be a typical generator for Wh(B,p, 1, E), i.e., b : Ci + Ce is a free E chain complex 
which is E chain contractible. Since an E chain contraction is precisely the same as an 
e-inverse for S, Lemma 3.3 supplies a geometric &-isomorphism v: Ct + Co. Since 
[b : Ct -+ Co] = [bv-’ : CO t Cc] = 02~[6v-‘] E W/h(B,p, 1,2&), it follows that 
Im [Wh(B,p, l,E) -+ Wh(B,p, l,E] C Impze, 
and the proof is complete. 0 
3.4. Lower controlled K-theory 
In the Appendix of [26], Ranicki and Yamasaki introduce the lower; reduced K- 
theory groups Kt _j(B, p, n - 1, E) and W/&z_j(B, p, n, &) for all E > 0 and all j, n E 
N. They show that the inverse systems { Whl_j(B,p, R, E)}~ and {gt _j(B, p, n, E)}~ 
are stably isomorphic for all j,n E N. Moreover, they (essentially) give the following 
inductive characterization of the lower groups in terms of the maps induced by the 
standard inclusion i : (B; p) + (B x S’ ; p x idsI ). 
Proposition 3.8. For each j E W and each n E RI, there is a natural stable isomorphism 
of inverse systems 
{ Coker [i* : &-J (B, p, n,~) + J?z_~~(B x S’,p x id,n,E)]}e 
-+ {~,-j(am~)}E. 
Proof (Sketch). Of course, Ez-~ has to be interpreted as Wk when j = 1. In that case, 
the result then follows from the stably exact sequence 
which is established immediately after Corollary 7.3 in [26] as a formal consequence of 
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (Theorem 6.2 of [26]) for the triad B x (S’; Si, S!) and 
Lemma 7.2 of [26]. In the Appendix of [26] it is shown that Theorem 6.2 generalizes to 
lower, reduced K-theory, and it is easy to check a generalized version of Lemma 7.2. 
Therefore, the whole proof goes through for all j E W. 0 
Definition 3.9. For any j E W, we define K_j(B;p), to be the group k-j(B,p, 1,~) 
of [26]. 
Since the Ranicki-Yamasaki groups are independent of the choice of n up to stable 
isomorphism (see [26], immediately before Corollary 3.5 and immediately before Propo- 
sition 4.8), and since the inclusion i : (B;p) + (B x S’, p x id) is easily seen to induce 
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a stable isomorphism on the inverse systems {GKa(-; -)E}E, it is not hard to derive the 
following inductive characterization of the inverse systems of unreduced groups. 
Proposition 3.10. For each j E N, there is a natural stable isomorphism of inverse 
systems 
{ Coker [i* : KI-j(B;p),) + Kl-,(B x S’;P x id)E)]}E + {K-~(&P),}~. 
The morphisms i, in the above propositions have natural splittings induced by the 
projection (B x S’ ; p x id) + (B;p). Therefore, one gets the following corollary, where 
naturality refers to morphisms (B;p) -+ (B’;p’) in the sense of (8). Note that the first 
of the three sequences involves degrees I2 1 - j < 1 while the other two hold in degrees 
2 - j < 1. Also note that the third sequence coincides with its own reduced version 
because of Proposition 3.5. 
Corollary 3.11. For any j E N, there are natural, naturally split, exact sequences 
0 + K,_j(B;p), 3 K,+(B x s’;p x 1)c --t K+(Rp), + 0, 
0 3 K,+(B;& I &j(B x s’;p x l)c + %,(Rp), + 0, 
and 
0 3 lim’Kz_,(B;p), f lim’Kz_j(B X S1;p X l)E -+ lim’Ki-j(B;p), + 0 
This corollary will be used in Section 5 in order to extend the basic exact sequence 
to lower K-theory. 
4. K-theory with continuous control 
4.1. Recollections from [6] 
Warning. The functor that we call K,“” in the present paper is denoted l?f’, or sometimes 
just J?,, in [6]. Here we use the notation g,“’ for a quotient of KS” obtained by factoring 
out a certain subfunctor. In particular, for us gtc IS a just a different name for the cc 
Whitehead group functor, Wh”“. Further details are given below in (35). 
Continuously controlled K-theory “with constant coefficients” was introduced in [3]. 
A version with “variable coefficients” was introduced by two of the present authors in [6] 
as a functor KEC : TOP/CM* + df?, Here AB, is the category of Z-graded abelian 
groups while TOP/CM* is the category of diagrams of holink type. We recall that 
an object in this category is a pair of maps < = (B & U -% X) with H and X 
Hausdorff, and B compact, metrizable. Also, a morphism is a triple of maps making an 
obvious diagram commutative. 
I2 Actually. one CNII analyze the map i, : GKl(B;p) --t GKi(l3 x S’;p x id) and prove exactness of the 
first sequence also for 1 - j = 1, but we do not need this fact here. 
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If j > 0, the functor K,,“” arises as a composition 
where the ingredients are described in detail in [6]. Here we recall the major facts. 
We start with the category ‘Tc3Pcc/CC whose objects are triples (5?, B;p) with x a 
locally compact, Hausdorff space, B C X a compact subspace, and p a map p : E + X = 
7-B. Even though E is a very important part of such an object, it is part of the notation 
only insofar as any map determines its domain. Morphisms f : (X, B;p) + (X’, B’;p’) -- 
are maps f : E -+ E’ admitting a suitable extension f : E + D where ?? = E u B with 
a teardrop topology. 
The external cone functor 
maps < = (B & H --% X) to the triple (v(B), B; G(p)) where v(B) is the standard 
cone on B, and z(p) : cyl(q) + 6(B) = v(B) - B is the map from the open mapping 
cylinder of q (with a teardrop topology; see [6]) to the open cone on B, induced by p. 
To each (x, B;p) we associate an additive subcategory GMCc(X, B; p) C GM(E), 
and a corresponding additive homotopy category GM”“(X, B;p), by imposing the fol- 
lowing conditions on objects, morphisms and homotopies in GM(E). Each object (S, a) 
must have pa: S + B proper. For each morphism ‘p, the family 3((p) defined in (6) 
must have p*F(cp) continuously controlled at B (briefly, cc) in the sense of [6]. Similarly, 
p*F(@) must be cc for each homotopy @. If cp is a morphism in GM”“@, B;p), then 
its image in GM”“(y, B;p) will be denoted cls(cp). 
For each additive category A and each .i E N, we denote by K:(A) the Quillen 
Kj-group of A, as defined, e.g., in [ 161. 
The above three functors suffice to define K;” for j E N, but in order to define KFF3 
for j E N, we also need the suspension functor C : TOP/CM* + TOP/CM* (which 
is called S in [6]). It has 
c(c) = (C(B) - cYl(q) UH cYl(q) - X), 
where once again we refer to [6] for further details if the reader needs such. 
Finally then, the complete definition as given in [6] can be summarized as follows. 
Definition 4.1. Let j E N, and [ E TOP/CM”. If c and C denote the external cone 
and the suspension, respectively, then 
K,““(t) = K~(QM”“(c([))) and K,“Zj(<) = KF”(Cj([)). 
Remarks. (1) We do not know whether there is a filtration on the additive category 
GM”“(c(<)) such that Pedersen and Weibels lower K-theoretic groups of the jiltered 
additive category GM”“(c(<)), as defined in [21], coincide with the groups Krzj(<) 
above. 
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(2) An equivalent definition takes K,““(t) = K$(G@(c(<))) where the symbol 
indicates idempotent completion. 
From the object t = (B t H + X) as above, we construct two new objects 
< x S’ = (B x S’ ‘xld E x 5” ‘q X) and 
<+=(B+P~E~X~X), 
where + denotes the addition of a base point (in [6], + was put as a superscript). 
Proposition 8. I of [6] states that the lower Kc” -theory of [+ can be computed inductively 
as follows. 
Proposition 4.2. For each j E Z and each [ E 70PICM*, there is a natural, naturall> 
split, short exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 t K;“([+) li K;“((< x S’)+) -+ K;“,(c+) + 0, 
where i, is induced by the obvious inclusion i : < + < x S’ given by a base point in S’. 
If X is connected, then we shall write K,(X) for the K-theory (including the lower 
groups) of the ring R7r1 (X). M ore generally, K,(X) will denote the direct sum of such 
groups, one for each path component of X. By Corollary 9.4 of [6], these groups are 
naturally isomorphic to K~“(0~), so the second exact sequence obtained in Section 8 01 
[6] takes the following form. 
Proposition 4.3. There is a natural exact sequence 
t Kj(X) t K;“(t) + K;“(J+) + K,_,(X) -+ ..., j E Z, 
for any [ E TQP/CM*. 
4.2. The reducedfunctors Wh”” and &F,, j E N 
We shall also consider reduced groups h’,“Z:,(<), j E N. For these, the ground ring 
is supposed to be Z. Moreover, in order to identify-in Proposition 4.4 below-the 
difference between the reduced and the unreduced groups, we shall assume that each 
path component in each of the spaces that appear in < = (B t H + X) is open. We 
do not know whether this extra assumption is really needed. 
By definition, 
K?eCJ (E) = KjWF2-j (F), (35) 
where the subgroup Fz_j([) is given as follows. For j = 1, Fi (<) is is the subgroup 
generated by all [cls(cp)] w ere the automorphism cls(cp) : (S, O) + (S, CT) in ~M”“(c(<)) h 
has a representative cp : (S, a) + (S, g) in Ghlcc(c(<)) which is a geometric in the sense 
of (3). For j = 2, Fe([) is the subgroup generated by all elements of the form [S, 01, 
with 
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cf. Remark (2) following Definition 4.1. Finally, for j > 2, Fz_j(<) = 0, i.e., in strictly 
negative degrees Kz” and FCC coincide. 
We have the following paFtia1 computation of F,(E) and a(<). In it, for any set S, 
ZS is the free abelian group generated by S, and [S’, X] is the set of free homotopy 
classes of maps S’ + X. 
Proposition 4.4. Let < = (B & H 5 X) E ‘TUP/CM*. With the above assumption 
on path components, there is a natural exact sequence 
Coker (ql: : Z[S’, H] + Z[S’, X]) 
An outline of a proof is given below. First, however, here are a couple of applications. 
By specializing to objects of the form [+, we get the following. 
Corollary 4.5. For any < E TUT/CM*, a([+) = 0 for j > 1, and there is a natural 
isomorphism Fj (<+) + Zflo(H). 
A straightforward application of Propositions 4.4, 4.2 and 4.3 immediately reveal that 
the exact sequences of the latter two propositions have the following reduced versions. 
Proposition 4.6. Let < E 70P/CM* and j E W. There are a natural, naturally split, 
short exact sequence 
0 + K&(<+) + i;‘,cC,(< x S’)+ + Z::&+) + 0 
and a natural exact sequence 
Wh(X) + Wh”“(<) t Wh’“([+) -_j &(X) + Kg(<) --t . . . 
Proof of Proposition 4 (Outline). We start by defining the maps ao,,D, and ~1. For 
any point y E cyl(q) = X u H x (0, l), we denote by MV the geometric module 
having one generator which sits at y, i.e., MY = ({l}, pY) where ,+(l) = y. If w is 
path in cyl(q) from yr to ~0, then the corresponding geometric morphism is denoted 
cls(w) : M,,, + MV,. With this notation, for [z] E YT~X, we let 
QO( [4) = [MA E NE). (36) 
Let p:(S,a) + (S,O) b e a geometric isomorphism representing a typical element 
z = [cls(cp)] E F,(E). Thus cp consists of a permutation 7r: S + S, a collection of 
paths {ws ] s E S} where w, joins a(s) to a(~(s)), and a collection of units {us = 
&l 1 s E S}, cf. (3). Let A be a T-orbit in S. To A there corresponds a composable 
sequence of paths. Let the composite path be WA. If A is finite, this is an oriented loop 
WA : S’ + cyl(q). If A is infinite, it is an oriented, infinite path WA : R t cyl(q). In 
both cases, it is defined only up to an oriented reparametrization. We may decompose S 
as S = SIX u Six u SH where SIX is the union of all finite orbits A, for which WA 
meets X, Six is the union of those infinite orbits A for which WA meets X, and SH is 
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the union of those (finite or infinite) orbits for which WA avoids X. The local finiteness 
conditions imposed on morphisms guarantee that Six and Sfx consist of finitely many 
orbits. For later use, we note that z splits similarly 
Z = ZfX + &X + ZH E F](c). (37) 
Let A be an orbit in Six. The oriented path WA must stay away from X near &co,. 
Therefore, it determines two path components of H which we shall denote [wA(ikm)]. 
In terms of these, we let 
io(z) = c ([“‘A@)] - [WAC-m)]) E ZnOH, (38) 
A 
where the sum extends over all orbits in Szx. 
Ultimately, generators [u] in the domain of cyt are represented by maps a: S’ + X. 
We let 1 E S’ be the canonical base point. Then a is a path from a(1) to itself, so it 
determines a geometric automorphism cls(a) : Ma(1) -+ Ma(I), and we let 
01 ([a]) = [ cw] E PI (<I. (39) 
It is very easy to show that cya is well dejined. To see that it is onto, we note that any 
M = (S, 0) E $YM”“(c([)) splits as MX @ ML where MX = (a-‘(X), g1o-I (X)) and 
nr;, is the complement. Clearly, [Mx] is in the image of (~0, so we may assume that 
Al = (S,g) = M&. Then each g(s) has the form a(s) = (ws,ts), with PU,~ E H and 
0 < t, < 1, and we may define another object N = (S x N, C) by letting Z(s, k) = 
(ws, 1 - 22”(1 - ts)). The obvious paths from a(s) to C(s, l), and from C(s, k) to 
C(s, k + l), define an isomorphism N + N $ M. This proves that [M] = 0 E Fo(<), 
and finishes the proof. 0 
Next, we turn to exactness at &TO(X). If w E H, then the geometric module iV,, = 
(RI, vu) with v~(IC) = (PU, 1 - 2-“) E H x (0, 1) admit an obvious geometric (and cc) 
isomorphism MqcW) @ NW + IV,, consisting of paths in the (0, 1) direction. Therefore, 
Im q* C Ker cya. To get the opposite inclusion, we need the following lemma, a proof of 
which can be obtained by adaptation from that of Theorem 2.6, pp. 140ff of [.5]. 
Lemma 4.7. rf two geometric modules are isomorphic in GM’“(c(<)), then there is a 
cc geometric isomorphism between them. 
A typical element of Z[rro(X)] IS a difference a - b with a and b of the form a = 
c:“=, b:Il> b= C,“=,IYjl f or certain points x, and y,? in X. We have to show that 
a - b E Im(q,) under the assumption that cya(u) = CYO(~). We let S = {si, ~2,. . , sn}, 
T = {t,, t2,. . , tm} and define a and T to have I = zi and r(tj) = yi. The 
assumption implies the existence of a geometric module (R, p) and an isomorphism in 
GM”“(c(E)) 
cls(cp) : (S, 0) ci3 CR PI + CT> 7) 63 (4 ~1. 
Let R’ = p-‘(X) and (R,p) = (R’,p’)@(R”,p”). Also, let (S’,P’) = (S,a)@(R’,p’), 
and define (T’,r’) similarly. If R’ = { rI,r2,. _ . ,rr,} and F’(Q) = zk E X, and we set 
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c = xi=, [zk], then we may replace a and b with a’ = a+c and b’ = b+c, respectively. In 
other words, we may assume that R’ is empty, so that p maps into H x (0, 1). The lemma 
lets us assume that the morphism cp : (S, 0) 63 (R, p) + (T, 7) @ (R, p) which represents 
the given isomorphism is geometric, i.e., it establishes a bijection p: S u R + T u R 
and supplies a path between corresponding elements (or rather their images in cyl(q) 
under cr V p or r V p). Now we choose subsets RI, RZ C R, so that T U p(S) = T u RZ 
and S U p-‘(T) = S U RI. Then ,!7 restricts to give a bijection 0’ : S u RI + T u Rz. 
By restricting attention to the paths corresponding to S U RI and T U R2, we finally 
arrive at a geometric isomorphism between (S, 0) CR (RI, pi) and (T, 7) $ (Rz, pz), and 
a moment’s reflection shows that this suffices to show that a - b E Im(q,) as desired. 
We go on to show that ,# is well dejined. There is a morphism 
77 = (m?,VH>TlX) :E + To(E) = (TO(B) t no(H) ---+ no(X)), 
where 7~ is the map from a space to its (by our assumption, discrete) quotient space 
of path components. By naturality, it suffices to deal with the case of TO([), i.e., we 
may assume that X, H and B are discrete. Then the groups involved are direct sums 
of similar groups indexed on the points of X, so we can further assume that X is just 
one point. Also, since B is finite, the cc control is unchanged, if we replace B by one 
point. If H is infinite, the groups are direct limits of similar groups corresponding to the 
finite subsets of H so we can take H to be finite. After that is done, once again we can 
observe that the cc condition is unchanged if we replace H -+ {*} by 1 : H + H. In 
summary, we have to show that p is well defined when [ = (H c H -+ {*}) with H 
finite and discrete. If H = 8, there is nothing to prove. If H # 8, Theorem 9.1 of [6] 
allows us to use bc K-theory instead of Kc”, and Theorem II of [l] shows that F, (0 
is free abelian of rank 1 HI - 1, generated by infinite shifts, and the rest of the proof is 
easy. 
Exactness at Zq,H is shown as follows. For each orbit A in Six, the path WA meets X, 
so q*[wA(a)] = q*[wA(-m)]. Th ere f ore, Im /3 2 Ker q*. To get the opposite inclusion, 
we note that the kernel of q* is generated by elements of the form [w+] - [w-l where 
IU+ E H and there is a path w from ~(-1) = q(~_) to w(l) = q(w+) in X. Let 
L = (Z, X) where X(k) = (w+, 1 - 2 -“)forL>l,X(k)=(w_,l-2”)fork<-1, 
and X(S) = w(k) for Ic = - 1 , 0, 1. An obvious collection of paths in the (0, 1) direction 
combine with w to define a geometric automorphism of L which maps to [uJ+] - [w_] 
under p. 
Clearly [a] M [cls(a)] E F,(t), f or n : S’ t X, defines a homomorphism Z[S’ , X] + 
Fl (E), and to see that (~1 is well defined, we only have to show that [cls(qob)] = 0 for any 
b : S1 + H. The proof of this proceeds as follows. For n E N, let cn be a primitive 2’Lth 
root of unity, and define the geometric module MT, to be A& = ({ 0, 1,2, . . . ,2” - 1 }, a,), 
where gTL(i) = [ 1 - 2-“, b(<A)] E cyl(q). The restrictions of b to the arcs from <A to 
c;+;” for i = 0, 1,2,. . . ,2” - 1, define a geometric isomorphism pn : M, + MT,. Let 
PO : MO + MO be cls(q 0 b) : M,,!,(O) --t MqOb(o). It is easily seen that the infinite 
direct sums !J,,, = ciao p2i, P:,,,, = @i>o p2i3 and Podd = @i>o PX+I, make sense. 
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Moreover an easy subdivision and conjugation argument along the lines of the proof of 
Lemma 4.3 in [l] gives the following identity 
[when)] = [ whid)] = [ WLJ] E 4 (E), 
which implies that [cls(~~)] = 0 E Fj (<), as desired. 
The proof of exactness at F,(t) relies on a closer analysis of the splitting in (37). 
The necessary ideas can be dug out of [l], so we shall be content with these hints: 
In the splitting, the elements zfx are precisely those in the image of crl; this uses a 
version of the subdivision procedure (also used above) defined in Section 4 of [ 11. Also, 
the elements zH vanish; this uses an Eilenberg swindle combined with subdivison and 
radial push defined as in Section 5 of [l]. Finally, by the definition of p above, the 
elements xix precisely account for the image of ,B. 
4.3. cc K-theory of compact, metrizable, tame pairs 
Let (y’, C) be a pair of spaces. We recall from [24] that C is tame in y, if there is a 
neighborhood N of C in y and a nearly strict deformation retraction of N into C, i.e., 
a strict map 
(N x I,C x IuN x (0)) -+ (F,C) 
which is the inclusion on N x {l} and the projection on C x I. We denote by CM:,,,,, the 
category of compact pairs (Y, C) of metrizable spaces with C tame in y. The morphisms 
are strict maps f : (Y, C) + (Y’, C’), I.e., maps of pairs with f-‘(C’) = C. 
The holink diagram of Section 2 of [24] defines a functor x : CM&,, + ‘T0P/CM* 
with 
x(Y, C) = (Y & H = Holink(C, y) 5 C). 
Here H is the space of strict maps ([0, 11, (0)) + (Y, C) while p and q are the evaluation 
maps at 0 and 1, respectively. 
There is also an inclusion functor L:CM&,,~ + 7c3Pcc/LC with L(Y, C) = 
(Y, C; idy), where Y = y - C. For a morphism g: (Y, C) t (F, C’), L(g) = 
g1Y : Y + Y’. Since r is compact, the necessary conditions for L(g) to be a mor- 
phism in TOP”“/LC as defined in [6], are easily verified. We also note that when we 
start with (Y, C) E CMFa,,, take Y = y - C, and give Y u C the teardrop topology 
relative to the function idy Uidc, as in Section 1 of [6], then we do recover the space 
Y, i.e., there is no conflict between our present use of the notation y and that in 161. 
Proposition 4.8. Let j E W and (Y, C) E CMfame. There is a natural isomorphism 
K;(GM”“(I.(~: C))) --f K;“(x(Y, C,). 
Proof. We shall introduce a homotopy notion in the category ‘T6’P”“/fX, show that the 
composite functor Kj~ogMcc : TOP”“/LC + Al3 is a homotopy functor, and prove that 
there is a natural homotopy equivalence of functors c o x = L : CM&,, + TOPcc/LC. 
The desired conclusion then follows since K,J” o x = K,” o c o x for j E FV. 
The relevant homotopy notion in TOP”“/BZ is obtained by declaring the cylinder on 
(x, B;p) to be 
(X,B;p)xI=([(XxT)UB]/-,B;pxid), 
where the equivalence relation N identifies each {b} x I to the point b E B, and where 
pxid:Hxl+XxlC [(XXI)LIB]/-. 
One then has two inclusions 
$/:(X&p) + (X&p) x I 
(V = 0, I), and as usual, two morph&s f,, : (x, B;p) + (2, D; T) (v = 0, 1) are called 
homotopic if there is a morphism F : (5?, B; p) x I t (2, D; T) with F o ,iy = fv for 
v=O,l. 0 
In order to show that K,” 0 GM”” IS a homotopy functor for each j c N, it suffices 
to establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.9. There is a natural equivalence of additive functors between additive cate- 
gories 
io* E i, * : GM”“@, B; p) + 6iTM”“((X, Rp) x I), (x, B;p) E ‘TW’““/CC. 
Proof. Let cr : S + H be an arbitrary object of GfifCC(x, B;p). The image of (S, a) 
under i,, is (S, c,) with g,, : S + HxI having u”(s) = (a(s), v), (V = 0, 1, s E S). The 
obvious paths in the I direction from ~1 (s) to co(s) define a morphism (S, 00) --t (S, ~1) 
in GM(H x I). It is not hard to check that this morphism is cc, and that its class in 
~M”“((X,B;p) x I) d e fi nes the desired natural equivalence. 0 
Finally, the desired natural homotopy equivalence, x 0 c E L, is essentially a special 
case of Lemma 2.4 of [24]. In fact, let P = cyl(p, q) be the double mapping cylinder of 
the diagram ~(7, C) with the teardrop topology described in [6] or in [24]. We apply 
the lemma quoted ” with E = diam(Y) to get a strict homotopy equivalence, relative to 
C, ?!i! : (P, C) + (Y, C). Let (Y : P - C + Y - C be the homotopy equivalence obtained 
by restriction, and observe that P ~ C is the domain of E(p) in the object c(x(y, C)) = 
(u(C),C;g(p)) while y - C = Y is the domain of idy in L(Y,C) = (Y,C;idy). It is 
not hard to check that Q: is a morphism c o x(Y, C) t L(Y, C), and in fact a homotopy 
equivalence, in the category ‘T0P”‘lCC. S’ lnce the naturality is clear, this finishes the 
proof of Proposition 4.8. 
Motivated by Proposition 4.8, WC introduce the following definition. Note that it 
does not say that K,““(Y, C; idy) is obtained from the Pedersen Weibel delooping of - 
GM”“(Y, C; idy). 
I3 Actually, the map P -+ y given in [24] is usually not continuous, but this malady can be repaired by a 
reference to 1201. See also [ 171 and [18]. 
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Definition 4.10. If (Y, C) E CM:,,,,,, then we write Ki”(Y, C;idy) for the group 
KF(x(Y, C)). A similar notation is used for WhCC and K,““. 
5. The basic exact sequence 
This section is devoted to the proof of our first main theorem. In it, < = (X & E 4 B) 
is an object of the category ‘TOP/CM’ defined in Section 4. Also, recall that 
<+=(X~EuX~B+). 
Theorem 5.1. For each j E IV, there is a natural short exact sequence 
0 + Iim’Kz-j(B;p), -+ KiCj([+) + K,_j(B;p), + 0. 
Remark. If we take X to be a point, this gives the unreduced version of Theorem 1.1 
of the introduction. We leave it to the reader to formulate and prove the reduced version. 
Proof. We first note that it suffices to prove the result for j = 1. In fact, the inclusion 
i : {*} + 5” induces a split monomorphism from the exact sequence for j = 1 and 
(B; p) to that for j = I and (B x S’ ;p x id). In view of Corollary 3.11 and Proposition 
4.2, the resulting exact sequence of cokernels gives the desired exact sequence for j = 2 
and (B;p). One proceeds inductively to get the exact sequence for each j E N. 
Next we observe that we may assume that X is a point in which case the object [ 
is denoted simply p. In fact, it is known from [6] that the obvious morphism 7r : [ + p 
induces an isomorphism n* : K,“zj([+) + K,CCj(p+) for each j E N. 
In [6], K,““(p+) is defined to be KI of the additive category GM”“(c(B+), B+; &+)) 
where E(<+) : E(E+) -+ z(B+) is the map of open cones induced by p+. In this proof it 
will be convenient to work with a different additive category which carries the same KI 
group. In particular, we consider 
p x id: E x (-co,O) + B x (-oo,O), 
and note that there is a morphism in 70Pcc/LC (cf. Section 4 and [6]) 
f : (B x (-m,O],B x 0;~ x id) + (c(B+),B+;E(p+)) 
given as follows, for (e, t) E E x (-co, 0) 
.f(e,t) = 
[e, t + l] E E(E) c i(E+), if -l<t<O; 
[+, 1 + t-l] E z(+) c g(E+), if - 00 < t < -1. 
Lemma 5.2. The morphism f induces a natural isornorphism 
f*:K(GM”“(B x (-m,O], B x O;:(p+))) + KI(GM”“(c(B+), B+;&+))). 
Proof. The commutative diagram of maps of topological spaces 
E x (-co,-11-E x (-cq0) 
fl I I f 
EC+) 
id > @+I 
is a diagram of morphisms in 70P”“/LC, so it induces a commutative diagram of 
additive functors 
SM”‘(B x (-oo-1],8; p x id) aGM”“(B x (-oo,O],B x 0; p x id) 
fl. I 
GMCC(c(+), +; z(id+)) 
f. 
id. 
%=fCC(@+l,B+; &+)) 
An easy argument along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [21] shows that 
the categories in the left hand column are flasque, so their Quillen K-theory vanishes. 
The horizontal functors are clearly full and faithful, and the categories in the right hand 
column are Karoubi filtered (see, e.g., in [22, p. 3551) by those in the left hand column. 
Finally, since flE x [6,0) . IS a h omeomorphism onto its image for any b E (- 1, 0), the 
two Karoubi quotient categories are equivalent under the induced functor. The desired 
conclusion now follows by considering the homotopy fibrations from Theorem 5.3 of 
[22], and the induced maps connecting them. [Actually, one has to pass to the idempotent 
completions in order to apply the theorem quoted, but that does not change Kr , nor does 
it disturb flasque-ness]. 17 
In the actual proof of the theorem for j = 1, we shall use the following abbreviations 
and notation. 
GME = GI\/T,(B;p); GM”” = GM”“(B x (-co,O], B x 0;~ x id); 
GM, = GM,(B;P); QM”” = SM”“(B x (-co,O], B x 0;~ x id); 
1im’Ki = lim’Ki(B;p),; 1(;” = Kl(GM”“(B x (-oo,O], B x 0;~ x id)); 
1imKo = limKo(B;p),. 
If M = ($a), w h ere 0: S + E x (-oc,O), is a geometric module on E x (--co! 0), 
andU C Bx(-ca,O], we denote by ju : M 1 U + Air the inclusion of the direct summand 
MIU = (a-‘(pxid)-i(U), al) into M; by qu : M t MlU the corresponding projection; 
and by rr~ the idempotent nu = juqu : Id t M. Note that ju, q(J, TU are considered 
morphisms in GM rather than GM. 
The necessary connection between geometric modules on E x (-co, 0) and E will be 
given by the homotopy preserving functors 
C:GM(Ex (- 00,0)) + GM(E), (40) 
i,,* : GM(E) + GM(E x (-co,O)), 7~ E Z. (41) 
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The (“summation”) functor C is induced by the projection E x (-oo,O) --t E, and 
i, : E + E x (-co, 0) has in(e) = (e, -2-“). In general, if ‘p: M + N in GM”“, then 
C(v) : C(M) + C(N) will not be in GMc, even for E = co (in fact, C(M) will not be 
finite). However, for judiciously chosen subsets U, V G B x (-co, 0) and a suitable E, 
one may have C(qvcpju) : C(MlU) + C(NIV) in GMe. On the other hand, i,,, does 
map GI11, into GM”“, but we will often have to consider infinite direct sums @,,i,, in 
which case one has to be careful that the sums make sense in GM”“. 
The composite functors satisfy 
&* = lGM(E) and LC N ~cM(E~(-~,o)), (42) 
where the natural homotopy consists of paths in the (-co, 0)-direction. Such paths also 
define natural transformations 
VT, : in* + +&,I)* and pn : +,,+I), + ,GL*, (43) 
and the composite transformations are homotopy equivalent to the identity transforma- 
tions, i.e., 
~7,PL,l = 1 and prLv,, 21 1. (441 
Also in this case, when infinite direct sums of the transformations V, or P,~ are formed, 
attention has to be paid to the cc condition, and the homotopy equivalence from i,,,C 
to the identity is in GMcC only for suitable objects. 
In our dealings with lim and lim’ we shall actually work over the cofinal subset 
(2~” ] n E Z}, so that an element 5 E 1im’Ki is represented by a sequence {[(P~~]}~~ E 
n,, K~(B;P)~~~~ where (Pi : M, + MT1 in GM2-n, n E Z, and there exist & : n/r,, + 
M, in GM2-,, and homotopies QR : pnq!+, E 1, !Pn : ~,&p, N 1 in GM2~-,,. It is easily 
seen that 
‘F@ = @G&,,) : WB = @L(K) -+ Maa (451 
7LEZ nEZ 
defines a morphism in GM”“. Similarly, one has $J~ and homotopies CD@ : ‘pca$@ E 1, 
!P, : $~@cp@ z 1 in GM”‘. Thus, ‘p@ represents an automorphism cls(cp@) E GM’“, and 
we claim that 
i(x) = [cl+@)] d fi e nes a monomorphism i : lim’ --t K,““. (46) 
First note that cls(cpe) E GM”” is unchanged if the sequence (Pi, is replaced by a 
sequence cp; with (pT1 2 cpk in GMZ-=; that cls(cp@) is replaced by cls(cp~)cls(y~) 
with cls(ya) elementary in GM “, if the sequence (prL is replaced by a sequence (pTLyTL 
[E GM2,-.L] with -yn elementary in GM2-,; that a stabilization of each (Pi (to (prL $1 N,,) 
leads to a stabilization of cpe (to ‘pe $ 1~~); and that the operation preserves (direct) 
sums. Therefore, {[cpll]}, + [cls(cp@)] d fi e nes a homomorphism n,, K, (B;p)2m, t 
KC”. I 
We must show that this homomorphism factors over Iim’Ki, so we suppose that 
{[(P~~]}~ represents 0 in 1im’Ki. This means that we have an element {[a,,]},, E 
n,, KI (B;P)z-?~ so that [cpn] = [a,] - [ un+l] E KI(B;JI)~-~, n E Z. Let gn: iV,, + N, 
have 8, as a 2-n-inverse. Then -[g,,+l] = [Q,,+,], so we may assume that M,, = 
N, @ N,+I, and pn = gn $ &,+I : IV, C!J IV,+, + iV,, $ IV,+,, n E 2%. We note that 
Ma # N@ @ N,, but the natural transformations v,, , pn of (43) give rise to an isomor- 
phism (in GM”“) Me + N@ 8 N@ which conjugates cls(cp@) into cls(a@) @ cls(0@). 
Since cls(a@) and cls(0a) are inverses in GM”“, it follows that [cls(cp@)] = 0 E K,CC, 
so we do have the desired factorization. 
To show that i is manic, we need the following lemma, the straightforward proof of 
which will be left to the reader. 
Lemma 5.3. Let 3 be a cc family @subsets ofB x (-XI, 0] and let Uo = B x (-oo,O]. 
There is a strictly increasing function X : N t Z such that any F E 3 which meets U,, = 
B x [-2-X(4,0] 1s completely contuined in UT,_,, and has diameter diam(F) < 2-‘“, 
n E N. 
If this lemma is applied to 3(cp) for some morphism cp : M + N, then for any 
n < m E N U {CO}, ‘p maps M((UTL - U,,) into NI(Un-I - Urn+,), and the resulting 
morphism C(MI(U,,-U,,)) --t C(NI(Un-~ -U,+l), has bound2-‘“. A similarremark 
holds for homotopies. 
Returning to the proof of the injectivity of i, we assume that z = {[(F~]}~ has 
[cIs(cp@)] = 0 E K,CC. After a stabilization (which can easily be absorbed into the 
given morphisms cpn), then in GM”” we have thirteen I4 elementary automorphisms 
yi:M~~M~,i=1,2,...,13,andahomotopy~:cp~~y=y’y2~~~y’~.Weapply 
Lemma 5.3 to 3 = 3(r) U U, 3(7”) to determine X : N + 2. and the neighborhoods 
U, of B, n E N. 
For each pair (nl, TQ) E (N U {CO})* with n1 < n2, let n = [nl, 722) be the cor- 
responding half open interval. Let Mn = MB\(Un, - Unl) with complement M,$ 
(= Me 1 (Uo - U,, ) @ Me IU,,,); inclusion j, : Mn + M, ; projection q,, : n/l, + Mn; 
and idempotent rn = jnqn : Ma + n/r,. Also let (Pi = qnpejn : M,, + Mn (so 
Cpn = $G+S with A(m) < lc < X(n2)). Finally, for the above n = [nl, n2), let 
n” = [7x1,722 + 1); n’ = [nl - 1, n2), if n,l > 1; and (47) 
n + ke = [nl - lc, n2 + k), if k: E Z and 0 < 7x1 - k < n2 + Ic. (48) 
For any n there is the elementary automorphism (of bound 2-nl) rft = 1 + (-yi - 
l)~, : Ma + Ma. It maps Mn+e into itself, is the identity on Mk+,, and agrees with 
the restriction of yi on the submodule M,, C Me. We think of 7: as a “concentration 
of yi on Mn” although this is not literally true. If n2 > n1 + 26, then the composition 
in = ~keif-?;e. . -he : WE + MCI? (49) 
I4 In [5] (see pp. 14546). two of the present authors observed that 16 elementary automorphisms will do. The 
reduction to 13 factors can be found in [ 151, or by contemplating the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
has bound 2-T”‘-‘3( 1 + 2 + 4 + . . + 2’*) < 2~“I. Moreover, each factor maps M, 
into itself and is the identity on h/r,‘. Hence q,y,j, : M,, t Mn is a product of the 13 
elementary automorphisms qnYA_+.jn : Mn + Mn, so 
[C(qnynjn)] = 0 E KI(RP)~-~, , if n2 > n1 + 26. (50) 
We now assume that n2 - ni 3 39, and write M, = Ml @ Mm @ MT where 1 = 
[ni, TL.I + 13), m = n - 13e, and T = [nz - 13, n2). The indexing is supposed to convey 
the left hand, the middle, and the right hand summand of Mn, respectively. We note that 
M,. = 0 when n2 = 00. Since the length of the middle interval m is at least 13, “in 
maps the left summand Ml into Ml $ Mm and the right summand MT into n/r, @ filr.. 
Also, 7n coincides with y on Mm, so 
q,y,.im = q,yhz = qnaxim : Mm + M,z 
(the homotopy is the reverse of q,Tj, and has bound 2-ni). In terms of matrices w.r.t. 
the decomposition Mn = Ml 63 Mm @ MT this gives us the equation 
(51) 
in GM(E x (-co,O);p x id),-7L, (note that the center columns represent q,yj, and 
(Ir-L(P6B.L~ respectively, and that the equation defines # and $I). 
Since the left hand side and pm are 2 -“I-isomorphisms, it easily follows that 7:’ and 
rP are 22-“1-isomorphisms. Clearly, (50) and (51) imply that ” 
[Cyi)] + [Ccpm] + [Cyg)] = 0 E KI(B;P)~~~~, , if 39 < 722 - ni < 03. (52) 
It is easily seen that the upper left hand corner of the above matrix is unchanged if one 
augments n2, keeping ni fixed, i.e., -yn (‘I = y$ (and, similarly, 7:’ = 72’). Hence the 
definition &_s = [C(#)] E Ki(B;p),l-,, g‘ Ives an element which is independent of 
the choice of 7x2 E [ni + 39, co). For any n E N, we can apply (52) to n = [n + 4, n + 43) 
and n’ = [n + 3,n + 43) to get 
x(?L+3o)-I 
b 1t+I + c [cpk] i- [I)] = 0 E KI (B;~2)2-.~~1, and 
k==X(n+l7) 
X(nf30) - I 
b,, + c [co/c] + [~(~~?,] = 0 E KIT-“. 
k=X(n+l6) 
If we let c,, = -b, + C~~~‘“‘-‘[pi;] E KI(B;~)~-~., then the above formulae imme- 
diately imply that cn - r,,,+i (c,+i) = [(prL] E Ki (B;p)z-, for all n E N. This shows 
that z = {[cp~]}~ = 0 E 1im’Ki and finishes the proof of the injectivity of i. 
I5 The loss 
operation. 
of n factor 2 in because one must get rid of the off terms by an 
We go on to define the map a : KF” + limKO. Let y = [cls ‘p] E KF”. Thus cp : 111 + A.4 
in GM”” and there exist $ : IPI + A!! and homotopies @: cp$ z 1 and !P : I,!+T z 1 in 
GM”“. We use Lemma 5.3 with 3 = F(p) U 3($) U F(Q) U F(P) and continue to 
denote the resulting neighborhoods by U,. Also, the notation j,, qn, TV, Mn, introduced 
in relation to Me immediately before (47), will now be used for M. Thus 
i7npjk = Cpjk whenever n 2 k + e, 
and analogous identities hold for $,: @, and P. For any n = [nl , nz) with 722 - 1x1 3 3, 
we let 
pn = P,(P, $) = qncPnn-eli,j, : Mn -+ AJn. (53) 
Since jnqnprn_-e = p~+~, the homotopy qnprn_e!Pnn-e,$j,, shows that p, is a 
homotopy idempotent of bound 2-nl on the module M,. 
If we assume that nz - n1 2 6, then we get a decomposition into a left hand, a 
middle, and a right hand summand as before, M, = Ml ~!3 Mm @ MT, but this time 
1 = [ni, nl + 2), m = n - 2e, T = [nz - 2, nz). As before, the right hand summand 
vanishes if n2 = 00. Since m has length at least two, pn maps Ml into A~fi @ M,,, and 
MV into Mm $ M,.. Also, 
p,jMm = qnprn_e~~jm = q,&~j~ N q,j, = incl: Mm + Mn 
by the homotopy q,@jm of bound 2-‘“’ = 2-(‘“1+2). In matrix language relative to the 
decomposition Mn = Ml $ Mm @ Al,., this means that we have a homotopy of bound 
2-m’ 
(54) 
in GM(E x (-co,O);p x id). It follows easily that the right hand matrix is a homotopy 
idempotent of bound 21-‘t1. Hence #’ and pg’ (which are de3ned by the equa;tirn) 
are homotopy idempotents of bound 2’-7L’. Moreover, the left hand idempotent pn IS 
unchanged if one augments n2, keeping ni fixed (and dually for the right hand idempotent 
&‘) i e. with notation from (47), , . 3 
pi;’ = pg) and pi!, = pz). (55) 
We define a : K,“” + limKo(B;p)-, by 
a[clscpi = {a&~#,,,~ (56) 
where 
%-~(~,li/) = [Q#j,,,+k,(~>l/‘)] - [Q;;j,YL,k&r, h4)], 6 G k < 00. (57) 
To check that this actually gives an element of 1imKa which is independent of the 
various choices we need the following identity in Kc,(B;~),~-~,, 
[%(lnf, l&f)] = [%&,Q)] = [J$%&)] + [l~hl,] + [~P:)(cP,~)].(~~) 
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The second part of (58) follows from (54). To prove the first part, let 
f = qn(~nn--ejn : Mn --f h/r, and g = q,n,_,$&: M,, --f Mn. 
Clearly fg = p,(cp,$), and, since 7rn~rrirn.+ = (px,_,, gf ?pn(l~, 1~4) with bound 
2-l-“, 
The identity shows that &_i (cp, r,/~) is also given by 
%-i((P>$,) = +P;;;,,+~,(w,$)] + [2’~~;;;,+,)(lnr, lhrr)], 6 < k: < 00. (59) 
It follows from (59) and (55) that { &(p, $)}n E limKo(B; p)-., . It also follows that the 
choice of the neighborhoods U, satisfying Lemma 5.3 is immaterial. Indeed, if {U:,},, is 
a different choice, then {U,, n CT:,}, is also a possible choice, so in a comparison we may 
assume that VA C U,,. But then for any no, the system {V,‘““‘}, which coincides with 
U,, for n < no and with UiL for n 3 no is allowed and one only has to use (59) and (55) 
to the system {Vin”) }n for a suitable choice of no and k to finish the proof. Similarly, 
a modification of cp (or $J) by a homotopy or by right multiplication by an elementary 
y can be decomposed into two consecutive modifications where one does not change 
anything above some arbitrarily chosen U,,, while the other one leaves everything intact 
above the complement of Un,,+k for suitable k. Therefore, the above argument easily 
adapts to show that, indeed, (56) and (57) give a well defined homomorphism. 
To show that a is epic, let z = { [cr,] - [fin]}ll E limKo(B;p),-,. This means that 
cy,,, : A,, -+ A,, and ,& : B, + B,, are homotopy idempotents of bound 2-‘“, and in 
GM2-., there exist geometric modules S, and morphisms 
such that we have the following homotopies of bound 2’-” 
CX; !F CY,, and Pi%&; (60) 
(P,,& = %z @ A+1 @ 1%) and 1/1,,cp, = G+I @ A CD 1 s,,; (61) 
(PI1 = Pn(wL+I 83 A @ Is,) = (Q,, @ /J&L+1 @ 1s_)cp,; (621 
1/h = ,$n(w, @ Pn+1 @ Is,) = (%&+I Bs A 8 1S,,)$h (63) 
We now set T = @, &*(A, @ B, @ S,,), T’ = $,, &(A,+I $ B,, $ S,), and 
T” = @,, i,,, (A,, $ B,+ 1 CE Sn), where n ranges over Z. These three geometric modules 
in GM(E x (-co,O)) are connected by natural transformations (cf. (43)) V’ : T’ + T, 
p’ :T t T’, Y” :T” + T, p” : T + T” which are pairwise inverses up to natural, 
cc homotopies. Put @ = $, i,+(cp,) : T’ --t T”, P = $, i,,*($n) : T” --t T’, and 
r = @, in* (( 1 - a,,) CB (1 - &) 8 0) : T -+ T. Elementary computations using the 
homotopies from (60)-(63) show that 
~r~o,r~~o,llir~0,r~~0,r2~r,~~~i-r,ilnd~~~~-r, 
where g = v’@$’ : T + T, and 6 = v”@,u’ : T + T. Moreover, all of these maps and 
homotopies are in GM’“, so $ = g+r:T + T and cp = $+r:T + T are cc 
homotopy inverses. We claim that a[cls(p)] = z. 
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To compute k((p,$), we chose U,,, = B x [-2-‘“,O] in Lemma 5.3 and k = 6 in 
(57). The homotopy idempotent Z’p::l,L+GI((j, $) th en lives on the module A,, CE B,, @ 
S,, @ AIL+l cf3 BTL+l $ S7,,+1, and a simple computation gives us the following matrix 
form up to 2’-‘“-homotopies coming from (60)-(63). Here a superscript like AB denotes 
the component of a morphism which maps the relevant B-summand to the relevant 
A-summand. 
This is the sum of two homotopy orthogonal homotopy idempotents, namely the di- 
agonal matrix diag(O, O,O, IA,,+,, 1 - ,&+I, IS,,,) and the product XTY where X = 
(cp:“, 0, (pzA, 0, (pfA, 0), Y = ($,:‘“, 0, $J,:‘“, O,$;t’“, 0) and T denotes a transposition. 
These terms represent [l~,~,,] + [I - /&+I] + [Is,,, 1, respectively, [X’Y] = [YXT] = 
[($lL~lJAAl = [Q,,+I]. Since [P~&+~)(~T, IT)] = [~A,+,cBB,,+,~,+,~~ it follows that 
a,-,(p,$) = [an+,] - [/3yL+I] E Ko(B;~)~I-~, so a[clscp] = z as claimed. 
We leave to the reader the easy proof that ai = 0 and go on to prove that Ker(a) C 
Im(i). We keep the notation from the last few lines preceding (53) and assume that 
2/ = [clscp] E Ker(a), i.e., for each n E IV, the element a,_, (cp,$) defined in (57) 
vanishes in Ko(B;~)~I-~. The basic lemma is the following one. 
Lemma 5.4. There exists a universal constant c E IV for which the following holds. If 
arL_I(p,$) = 0 E Ko(B;p)z~-.L, then there exist a (finite) geometric module &+I in 
GM( B; p), seven 2”-‘” -elementary automorphisms 
yi : M’ = M fB in+~.Ln+~ --t M @ in+~*Ln+l, 
and a morphism cp’ E y7yb y’ p : 111’ --t M’ such that ‘p’ is diagonal w.~t. the 
decomposition M’ = Mi_W,n+l) CB M~lL+l,cxij. Moreovel; each yi is the identity on 
(Mj7,, ,,+ij)L. Finally, the homotopy is bounded by 2’-” measured in B and it is sta- 
tionary on (M{n,,+lj)l. 
Proof. Throughout the proof, the constant c will be increased a few times without our 
changing its name. We take k = 00 in the definition (57) and write n = [n, 03). Then the 
right hand summand in the decomposition used in (54) vanishes, so M = M,$@ Ml@ Mm 
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where 1 = [n, n + 2) and m = [n + 2, co). Up to 2C-n-homotopy, one has the following 
matrix presentation relative to this decomposition (compare (54) and (53)). 
wn-e+ = 
i 0   P’Vcpd) n z 0 0  1  (64) 
Since p7rirn-=$ is a 2c-n-idempotent, q$‘(p,$) E 0 (with bound 2’+‘-“). We let 
y’ = e?z(x) where the classical index-notation for the elementary automorphism refers 
to the decomposition of M used in (64). The effect of replacing (cp, $) by (y’(p, $(+y’)-‘) 
then is to replace z by 0 in (64) (up to 2 ‘+C-n-homotopy). Thus we shall proceed with 
1: = 0 in (64). Note that this first elementary y’ is supported on M[,L,n+3) as claimed. 
The remaining six elementary automorphisms will actually be supported on Mi (recall 
that I = [n, n + 2)). 
Since p$ (Inn, 1 M) : Ml + Ml is the canonical projection onto M[7L+1,7L+2~r Proposi- 
tion 3.1 gives the following translation of the vanishing of an_-1 (cp, q5). For some constant 
c E N we have a geometric module Li, E GMo; two 2c-“-morphisms 
a,, : CMZ @ LL + CM[,+I,,,+~) @ L:, and (65) 
Pn : Cfif[n,+1,n+2) @ L:, + CMz @ L’,; (66) 
and four 2C+‘-TL-homotopies (note that two of the conditions in (11) are vacuous, because 
the second idempotent involved here is the identity) 
If we stabilize cp and $ by adding li,,+,*~;, the summands Lk will appear in the orig- 
inal data, and no stabilization will be needed. Hence, we proceed under the assumption 
that L:, = 0. 
We now let L,+I = CM[,+1,,+q. Then cy, : CM1 + L,+I, pn : LrL+, + CMl, and 
we also have the inclusion j : L,+, t CM1 and the projection q: CMl + LrL+l. The 
following product of six 2c-n-elementary automorphisms in the module CMl $ LT1+, 
I (69) 
is easily seen to conjugate I6 the diagonal matrix diag(P,,a,,O) into diag(jq,O) (up to 
2”-‘“-homotopy). Now we get the elementaries y’, i = 2,3,. . ,7, by applying ilL+l* to 
each of the elementaries above, using (42) to identify ilb+]+CMr with Ml, and extending 
the resulting elementaries to be the identity on (Mi)‘. With the identification mentioned, 
iTL+l*(jq) : Ml + Ml is the standard projection onto M[n+l,n+2), so the resulting cp’ = 
y7y6. . -y2p : M’ + M’ conjugates 7r[,+l,co) :M’ + M’ into itself (up to a 2”-‘“- 
homotopy supported on ML), and the proof is complete. 0 
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 5.1 as follows. Recall that we have assumed 
that y E K,C” has a(y) = 0. Using the lemma, we can first write a representative of y as 
p’ @ cp : M’ $ A4 + M’ @ M with M’ = A$ 4) and Ad = Mid,,,). A standard Eilenberg 
swindle on the ray (-oo,O] shows that [cls (~‘1 = 0 E K,C”. Repeated applications of the 
lemma let us split cp as an infinite direct sum 
cp = 5 P4k : @ Jq4k,4k+4) + @ M[4k,4k-t4) 
k=I 
Indeed, the resulting (seven) infinite families of elementary automorphisms assemble 
to seven cc elementary automorphisms on the direct sum, because of the conditions in 
Lemma 5.4, and a similar remark holds for the infinite family of stabilizations, and the 
infinite family of homotopies. The family {c@ik}k defines an element z E Iim’Ki and 
clearly i(x) = y. 
6. Computations for tame pairs 
Let (Y, C) be a compact, metric pair with C tame in y and with x = (Y & H 3 
C) the corresponding holink diagram. The groups K,(Y) and K,CC(Y, C; idy), as well 
as K~-~(c;p)~ and lim’Kz_j(C;p)E for each j E N’, are functorial in (Y, C) E CM~FF,,, 
and WC shall fit them into a natural chain complex 
Kz(Y) 3 K2CC(f7, C; idy) d2, KI (C;p), 5 K1 (Y) 2$ . (70) 
and prove 
Theorem 6.1. Let j E N. The above chain complex is exact at Kl_,(C;p), and 
K,_,?(Y), and the homology group at K,““,-(Y, C; idy) is naturally isomorphic to 
lim’K2_.j(C; p)E. 
“This is based on the following (well known) fact: If, in some additive category, we have morphisms < : X + 
Y and 7 : Y -+ X satisfying <qE = < and ~(17 = 77, then the product 
(;:)(:I”)j::) 
conjugates diag(q<, 0) into diag(0, <a) 
Remarks. (I) This is the unreduced version of Theorem 1.2. All the ingredients in the 
following proof exist in reduced versions, so the proof of the other version is the same, 
mutatis mutandis. 
(2) We note that the theorem as stated contains no claims about the homology at 
KiC(Y, C; idy) or exactness at Kt (Y) and Kt (C;p),. In fact, two of the present authors 
(FXC and HJM) have worked out a definition of &-controlled groups K~(c;p)~ which 
appear to fit into an exact sequence 
0 + lim’K2(C;p)E + I(i’(x+) + Xi(C;p), + 0. 
Assuming this, the following proof will also cover the three cases currently excluded. 
(3) If we introduce “bumpy groups” BK,CC (cf. [27]) by letting BKEC(Y, C; idy) = 
Ker A,, then the theorem translates into two exact sequences for each j E W, viz. 
0 + BK,“Ej(Y,C;idy) + K,“Fj(Y,C;idy) + Ki_,(C;p), + Kl_j(Y), 
and 
K,-,(C;p), + K,-,(Y) + BK& (Y,C;idy) + lim’Kt_,(C;p), + 0. 
They are analogous to the sequences in Siebenmann’s Theorems I and II in 1271. In fact, 
if Y is locally compact, metric with a metric one point compactification f7 = Y U {co}, 
and if C = {co} is tame in v, then the connection to Siebenmann’s exact sequences 
can be made more than an analogy. We shall not pursue this here, in part because we 
need the extension mentioned in (2) in order to recover Siebenmann’s Theorem II in the 
correct degree. 
(4) We recall that Chapman, see Theorems 13.1 and 13.2 of [ 121, studies the controlled 
boundary problem for a manifold Mm parametrized over a compact metric space B via a 
map p : M + B. Assuming m 3 6, and suitable “movability” and “tameness” conditions, 
he obtains a solution in terms of a primary obstruction og(M) E limKa(M - CZ),,,, 
and a secondary obstruction T%(M) E lim’Wh(M - C,)i,i. Here {Ci 1 i = 1,2,3,. . .} 
is an expanding and exhaustive sequence of compacta in M. For any space Y with a 
map p: Y + B, the group W/P(Y), is defined geometrically in terms of &-controlled 
(in B) strong deformation retraction pairs, and the group K:(Y), is given as the transfer 
invariant subgroup of WhP”P’~(Y x S’),. We may choose the sequence C, to be of 
the form Ci = p-‘([O, 1 - 2-i]) f or some proper map p : M -+ [0, 1). Now p and 
p together define a map p: M + g(B), and we let a = M U B with the teardrop 
topology. Urysohn’s Metrizability Theorem can be used to show that %? is metrizable, 
and presumaby Chapman’s movability and tameness conditions imply that B is tame in 
%?. Assuming this and the extension mentioned in (2), it is easy to produce natural maps 
limKo(M - C,),li + @(B;p^)),, (71) 
and 
lim’Wh(M - Ci),,, --t lim’Wh(B;p^)),, (72) 
where x(?@, B) = (M & H & B). We conjecture that these maps are isomorphisms 
in some reasonable generality. If this is true, then it should be possible to give a di- 
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rect definiton of a total obstruction s(M;p) E Wh(lll, B;id~) such that nt(<(M;p)) 
correponds to aP,(M) and such that the homology class represented by c(M;p) corre- 
sponds to r&(M) h w en aL((M) vanishes. We plan to return to these questions in a later 
publication. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 and Definition 4.10, we have a long exact sequence 
... t Kz-~(Y) 3 K,““,(Y,C;idy) A% Kicj(x+) “3 Kt_j(Y) +. . . . 
It is valid for all j E Z, but right now we concentrate on j E N. Also, by Theorem 5.1, 
the groups K,““,(x+) fit into short exact sequences 
0 + lim’Kz_j(C;p), ‘3 KICJ(x+) ‘3 K,_,(C;p), + 0 
Since lim’Kz_j({c}; cy), = 0, a naturality argument applied to the morphism 
(CC, 4, idy) :x --+ ({c} & Y % Y) 
shows that the composition b~_~ o ?I_, = 0. Hence 62_-3 induces a homomorphism 
Ed+: K~-~(c;p), -+ KI-,(I’), and if we take n2-j = T;_~ o &j, an easy dia- 
gram chase establishes the desired chain complex (and the properties claimed), except 
for the first three terms. To get at these, on needs to show that the homomorphism 
& : K2(x+) + KI P’) can be factored via Kl(C;p).. We leave this easy part of the 
extension mentioned in (2) above, to the reader. 0 
7. Ferry and Pedersen’s vanishing result for limt Kz_j(B;p), 
Let K be a finite, simplicial complex and let A be an additive category. Some time 
around 1987, Erik Kjaer Pedersen, in a collaboration with Steve Ferry, gave a nice proof 
of the following result. 
Theorem 7.1 (Ferry and Pedersen-unpublished). There exists an E > 0 such that any 
element of KI(IKI;d) w x can be represented by an automorphism of bound E (of h’ h 
some geometric d-object on 1 K I), cun be “squeezed”, i.e., it can be similarly represented 
with an arbitrarily small bound 6 > 0. 
Unfortunately, the proof is still unpublished, although there does exist an incomplete 
preprint, [ 151. 
When Ferry and Pedersen first presented the proof at Odense University, two of the 
present authors (DRA and HJM) went through it in a variable coefficient version and 
found that it carries over with little extra trouble. Since the main source is unpublished, 
here we prefer to present the result as a conjecture, although we do feel it is a very 
strong such. 
Conjecture 7.2. Let lK/ be a finite polyhedron, and p: E + B = lK(1 be a map which 
has an iterated mapping cylinder stucture w.r.t. to the triangulation K of B. Then the 
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inverse systems {KI(B;P),}, and {Wh(B;p),}, satisfy the Mittag-Leffler condition. 
Hence the groups Iim’IC-j(B;p), and lim’ k2-3(B;p), vanish for each j E IV. 
We hope that a final version of [15] will eventually be published. 
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